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ABSTRACT

A Kirkmen Triple System (I{f.9(u)) is a resolvable (u,3,1)-B^IBD;
it is well-known that such a system exists if and only if u = 3 modulo 6.
In this paper we invesl,igate the following problem: for which ur = 3

modulo 6 do there exist I(TS(3ur), KIS(3ru*6) aud KTS(3v*L2), each
containing a sub-/(IS(u,,)? We are able to solve this problem for all but
four values ol u'.

l. Introduction
Kirkman Triple Systems have been the source of an iutense amount of study since

they were first introduced well over a century ago by T.P. Ifirkuran io his famous
'Schoolgirls' problem (see [al for a historical account and references to this problem).
It was not until 1071 t,hat a complete solution to the problem of determiuing the spec-
trum for these designs appeared:

Theorem (Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson, [l]). There exists a Kirkmau Triple System
Kf.9(u) if and only if u = 3 modulo 6.

We can t,hink of a /(TS as being a t,riple (X,B,P) where X is the set of points, B
is the set of blocks and P is a parl,ition of B into subsets (called parallel classes), each
parallel cla-ss forming, a partition of ,Y. Then a I<TS (X',B',P') is t aubsystcm ol
(X,B,P) if X' q X, BtC B and if for eaeh p' eP there is r p e P such that p' Cp.
That is, each parallel cla-ss on the subsystem mus[ be 'inherited' from the mother sys-
tem. In particular then it is easy to see that if a I(TS(u) has a (proper) sub-/(T.S(ru),
it must be that u )lu. If u :3u.,,3u.r*0 or 3ur*12 chen we will call such a subsystem
a rnaximutn aubsystem, since in these cases a K7i9(u) could not contain r subsystem
with more than ur points.

The general problem of determining the existence of Kirkman Triple Systems n'ith
subsystems of a given size rra-s the subject of a recent, paper by one of the authors, who
obtained the follorving result.

Theorem l.l (Stinson, [0]). Given u and ur wit,h u =u, =3 modulo 6 and u ){ru-g
there exists a 1(T.9(u) cont,aining a sub-I(?S(ur), except possibly when u : gl and
u : 15,or u : 87 and u.r : 21.

In view of this result one only need consider K?Ss with ,targe' subsystems. A
particularly interesting sub-problem of t,his is to determine the spectrum for KISs
with maximum subsystems, and it, is with this problem t,hat we are herein conceroed.
We will prove the following resutt.

Theorem 1.2. Given any ur = 3 modulo 6 there exists a KfS(u) containing a sub-
KTS(u) where u - 3ur,3u.r*6 or 3ur*12, except poosibly whea u : 3u,r*12 aod
u.r - {5, 51, 63 or 87.
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Of eentral importence to our work will be the notion of a group-divisible desigu.
A group-diviaiblc dcaign (GDD) is a triple (X,G,B) where X is a s€t of points, G is a
partition of X into subsets (called grorpc) and B is a collection of subsets of X
(blocks) such that
(i) W;fiGil ( t for atl B; €B aud G; €G, aud
(ii) each pair of points from distinct g,roups occurs in exactly ose block.

At incomplclc group-diviaiblc deaign (ICDD) occurs when we assign to each
Gi eG r (possibly empty) subset H j gGi and reptace condirion (ii) by
(ii| a pair of points 7 e Gi, and y € G1(ir * i) occurs in exa4ly one btock untess

x e.Hirand y CIl;, in which ca.se, and y do noi occur together in any block.

Note that when all Hi - A m IGDD is just t GDD. We will describe GDD's and
IGDD's by means of rn exponential notationz a. K-GDD ol type c\,g';...g'r, is zCDD
in which there are t; !,roups of size ga,; - 1,...,r and in which each block has size from
the sei Ki a. K*IGDD of type (g1,h,)"(9r,r,r)" . . . (g,h,\', is rt IGDD with t; groups
ol size g;, each one assigned a 'subgroup' of size [; in the aforementioned sense, and in
which each block has size from the set /(. When some [; - 0 we will suppress it; thus
a. 4-IGDD of type (9,3)'6r means a, 4-IGDD of r.vpe (g,i)1(6,0)t. In some cases ir will
be convenient to say instead K-GDD of type S, where S is the muttiset, consisting of
l; copies of g;, or K-IGDD o[ type S, where S is t]re nrult,iset eonsisting of l; copies
of the (ordered) pair (g;,h;), where i - 1,...,r.

The following construetion is essentially equivalent to construction a.a in [31.

Construction 1.3. LeL (X,G ,R) be a group-divisible design and let
ur:X ---+ Z* U {o} and d:X - Z+ U {o} Ue non-negarive inreger functions on X,
where d(r) ( u,'(r) for all r €X. Suppose that for each block 6 €B there is a
K-IGDD of type {(u(r),d(r)):r €0} and that lor some l'ixed non-negative inreger o
there is a, I(-GDD on o + }] -(r) poiots having a group of size o and a group of

rEC 1

size ! d(r), for each Gy €G. Then there is a I(-GDD on o + X.(r) poinrs hav-
reGi teX

ing a group of size o and a group of size f, d(r).
rgx

A group-divisible design is called rcsoluable ifits block set can be partitioned inro
subsets (parallel classes), each paratlel class forming a partition of the ioint set. ln [g]the irutlrois considered the probleni of cons[ruct,ing resolvabl e l-GDDs and obtainej a
result which implies the following.

Theorem l.{. Let g lnd u_be given with gu :O modulo 3 and 9(u-l) :0 modulo 2,
k,")-t (2.,3), (2,s), (6,'3). Then rhere exists r resolvoble t-GDD of iype su, "*."fipossibly wheo g =0 modulo 12 and u - ll, 14, or g =2or lO moclulo f2 and u : 6.'

A fromc is a group-divisible design (,Y,G,B) whose btock set can be partitioned
irLo holcy parallcl c/osses, i.e. each holey parallel class is a parti[ion of X-Gi fo. rorn"
group Gi €G. The groups in a frame are referred l,o as lroJaa. Frames Lere first
introducrd in eonnection with the study of Room Squares (see e.g. [f3], [f]), while
frames with more than one block size have been used by one of the au0hors io'.ooo.._
tiotr with the 9(t)1u; probtem (see [s], [6] and l7l). Wr;;-"""".rr"a here wirh a class
of frames called Kirtman lramca, which ue fiames in which every block has size 3.
These designs were studied by Stinson [g], who obtained necessary and sufficient condi_
tions for the existence of Kirkman frames with uniform group sizes:

Theorem 1.6. There exists a Kirkman frame of type gn if and only if g is even,u ) 4 and g(u-1) = 0 modulo 3.
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Remark. It is noted in [0] thrt in a Kirkman frame (.X,G,B) rhere are ]Frlrotu,
parallel classes that partition X-Gi, lor each G j eG. Iu particular then, it is not dif-
ficult to see that a Kirkman freme of Lype g' is equivalent Lo t 4-IGDD of type
(|c,|o)'. (For a more det,ailed discussion of this relationship [he reader is referred

to Ito].)

Kirkman frames (and oiher classes of frames) can be built from group-divisible
designs by means of the following simple construction (which, in view of the above
remark, is very similar in nature Uo co[struction 1.3).

Construction 1.0 ([9], Construction 3.1). LeL (X,G,B) be a groupdivisibte design
and u:X - Z+ U {0} be a uon-negative integer function on X (u.r is called t wcight-
ing). Suppooe that for each block 6 €B there is a Kirkman frame of type {u(r):r€6}.
Then there is a Kirkman frame of type { f, u.'(r):Gr€G}.

t€Gt

A lransuarsal dcsign TD(k,n) is a group-divisible design of type nt iu which
every block has size ,t. It is well-known that a, TD(k,n) is equivalent co a resolvable
TD(k-l,n), which in turn is equivalent to Ic-2 mutually orthogonal latin squares
(MOLS) of order n. Thus a TD(3,n)exists for all n )0 and a TD(a,n) exists for all
n ) 0 except n - 2,0. It has been known for some time (see e.6. [tZ]) that there exist
three .r\4OlS of order n (and hence a TD(S,n)) for all n )4 except r - 6 and possibly
n:10, 14. lr,lore recently, Todorov [ttJ has constructed three MOLS of order 14,
thus leaving n : l0 as the only unsettled value.

An incomplctc tranauercal design ITD(k,(n,m)) is t |-IGDD of type (r,-)t;
such a design is equivalent to ,t-2 mutually orthogonal latin squares of order n vhich
are 'missing' a set of k-2 mutually orthogooal latin subsquares of order rn. It is well-
knorrn t,ho[ an ITD(3,(n,m)) exists il and only if n f2n, while an ITD(a,(n,m))
exists if and ouly if a 2 3rn, with t,he exception il - 6, m - I (see Fleinrich and Zhu
12l).

Finally, we will use the notation PBD(K,u\ to indicate a pairwise balanced design
on u points in which each block has size from the set K. Where there is exactly one
block of some size k eI( we will indicate this by writing tr.

2. KTS(v) with sub'KTS(w) where v - 3w or 3w * 6

The case o - 3ur is trivial: since ru is odd there is e resolvabte TD(3,w). Now
construc! a I(?S(ur) on each group.

Now let u - 3ur*6, ut * 3,0, 15, 63 or 81. Write u-ul - 2ur*6 - 121 , where
t ) I and , + ll,l4. From theorem 1.4 there is a resolvable 3-GDD of type 6'; add r
group 'at infinity'of size 3t-3 to yield a A-CDD of uype 6l(31-3)t. Now apply con-
struction 1.6, using weight 2, to build a l(irkman frame of type 12'!(0t-0)l (note that a
Kirkmau frame of type 2{ is just a KI,S(O) with a point removed). Add ihree 'ideal'
points to this frrme and fill in /(?S(15) and a KfS(6r-3). W. obtain a K?S(18t-3)
with asubsystem of onder 6t-3 - ru, as desired (note that l8t-3 - u).
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Thcrc remain the cases KT.9(3ur*S) with sub-KfS(ur) where ur - 3, e, lS, 63 or8f. The ease ur - 3 is trivial, while the ca.ses ur: g,l5 are covered by lheorem l.l.
For u.r -'63 we start with a KlnS(33), adding a group ,at infinity'of size lE to yielJ a4-4DD of type.pttlS'. Apply consrru*ion f.0 with weighr I to Uuita a Kirkman
freme of type l2llool (a Kirkman frame of type 4{ exists tiy theorem f .s); aad it ree
'ideal' points and fill iu KIS(IS) and a K?S(03).- Finally, ftr u - 8t proceed a.s fol_
lows. Start with a resolvable \-CDD of type iZ? 1tn"oi"- 1.4) aod add a group .at,

iofinity'of size 30 to yield a,4-CDD of-iype tZlSAr; ,fpty-'"on.truction 1.6 wirh
weight 2 co obtain a Kirkman frame of Lype 24772t. Add nine ,ideal,points and on
each-hole of size 2a (plus. the ideal poinrs) consrruct, a KIS(33) ,missing' a sub-KTS(g)
(we have already asceriained rhe existeuce of a KT.S(af) wittr'a sub-KIS(O); now jusi
remove the blocks from the subdesign) and on rhe hole of size 22 (plus the ldeal points)
construct a /(IS(8t).

We have thus shown:

Lemma 2.1. For each u, = 3 modulo 6 there exists a I{TS(u) containing a sub_
KTS(u) where u : 3u or 3.+6.

3. KTS(v) with subKTS(w) where v : 3w*12
These designs are by far the most challenging to construct, and it is here that we

will require the full power of the ideas presenied is the introduction. Lel tt - {ur=3
modulo 6: thene exists a /(I^9(3ru*12) with a sub-I(L9(ur)). Our main rool will be rhe
following.

Lcmme 3.1. Suppose that there is a group-divisible design (X,G,B) on a points in
which every block ha.s size ) 4 and in which there is a group G, € G where
(i) lC, | : 3,4,5 or 6, and

(ii) there is a point U eG j sueh that every block conraining y has size S or 6.

Then 6c-3 € U.

Proof. Apply construction 1.3 to bhe GDD, where ur(r) : g and d(r):3 for all
points e I y, while u,(y): S and d(y) : O. Set o :3. Each block D in the GDD not
conLaining y is replaced by a4-IGDD of type (O,e1lot(see rheorem 1.5 and the remark
l:lL:yl."S it), while each block conraining y is replaced eirher by t  -IGDD of type
(9,3)r6t or o,4-IGDD of type (O,l1sOr (see appendix) depending oa wherher the block
has size 5 or O. Bach group G; * Gi is reptaced by a,4-GDD ol type 3tlc.l+t1316 l;r
(obtained by addins a Broup 'Br iufi;iry' of size a lG; I r,o a KIS(6 lC, l+S)), ",nii. i[.tp.up-Gj'rs replaced by o, a-GDD of type 316{, 3602, 3e6ll2l, o, 3t,0tls,-isee &ppen_
dir), depending on whether lci I * 3,{,S or 6.

In this wey we obt,aiu a, 4-GDD on gc points with group sizes 3,0,g and a group
olsize 3a-3. Apply cons[ruction 1.6 with weight 2 ond add three,ideali points, illing
in.K_TS(9), }(fs(15), KTS(2L) and a I(T.9(6e-3). This gives a KlnS(r8o+B) with I
sub-.KIS(0a*3), i.e. 0c-3 €ltr. tr

Lcmma 3.2. Ler a ) 10, c * 22. Then 6c-3 € l/.
Proof. We coustrucL a. GDD on s points satisfyiog the hypothesis of lemma B.l.

a,- l0r20r2l. Take the projective plane of order 4, viewed as a S_GDD of type
I'o5', and remove 2, l, or 0 points from the group of size S.

23 (a (30. If a - 23,24 or 25 remove 2, l, or 0 points from a group in the affine
plene of order 5. If a - 20,...,30 add a group .at infinity'of size a-2..r to the afl.ine
plrne of order 5.
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! > 31 (r f 43,44,.15,{6). Choose r from the set, {e,1,S,6} so that a = r modulo 4,

and add agroup'at infinity'of size r [o a resolvable ID(1,](r-")).

s: {3144r{5,46. There is a resolvable (40,{,1)-Bl8D (see [tJ); add a group'at infin-
ity' of size 3,4.5 or 6 to this design. tr

It remains to be shown that 6a-3(1I where I (o S18 or c -22. The case

c = I is trivial and the cases E -2,3 or4 are covered by theorem l.l. If s:5 or 6

we can use the 4-GDD's of type 306lI2l or 3ll6ll5l (appendix), applying constructiotr
1.6 wit,h weight 2 and using three 'ideal' points. Thus we need consider only
7(oSlSorc:22.

Lemma 3.3. If c : 7,10,13,16 or 22 then 6s-3 € 1lr.

2.+l

Proof. From theorenr 1.4 there is a resolvable 3-GDD of type I
..f,!1.f

3 ; add a g,roup 'at

infinir.y'ol size 3s-3 to yield a 4-G'DD ol type 0 3 (3s-3)t. Apply construct.ion 1.6

wit,h weight 2 and use three 'ideal' points. A KTS(I8s.l3) with a sub-/(TS(6s-3) is
obtained, as desired. o \
Lemma 3.4. Il s - 12 or 17 then 6s-3 €'P.

Proof. Proceed a.s in lemma 3.3, starting with a resotvable 3-GDD of type l5s (if
a - 12) or 157 (if o - 17) and constructing a 4-CDD of type 15s30r or 15?151. Use

coustructioo 1.6 with weight 2, but add nioe 'ideal' points. Fill in I(TS(30) 'missing' a
sub-/(IS(O) (a I(TS(30) with a sub-KTS(0) is the case e - 2i now just remove t,he

blocks from the subdesign) and either a K,IS(60) or KfS(09). tr

Lemma 3.5. If a - 14 or 18 then 6a-3 €1{.

Proof s:14. Start with an ITD(4,(31,10)) and add three ideal points o,6,c. Let
a11t21t3txq be a block in the,[II), where rr is in the'missing'subdesign. Now from
theoiem 1.4 there is a resolvable 3-GDD of type .16; add a block 'at infinity'of size 1O

to build a PBD({l,t}'},ga). Note that in this PBD there are blocks of size 4 which do
not intersect the block of size 10. Construct a copy of this PBD on each group of the
/TD (plus the ideal points) so that (respectively) o,D,c,r1, a,b,c,r2, o,6,c,13 and
a,b,c,x, are blocks of size 4. This yields a PBD({1,7 *,40*},127) (a,b,c,xyx2,rs1r4 is
the block of size 7) in which the blocks of size 7 and {0 iotersect (in r1); now remove
rr to obtain a 4-CDD of type 32761391. Apply construction 1.6 with weight 2, using
three'ideal' points.

s : 18. We proceed rs above, starting with an ITD(4,(4O,13)) and adding three ideal
points. In the appendix we construct o, I'BD({l,Z ',13*},43) in which the blocks of size

7 and 13 intersect, and in which there are blocks of size 4 which do not intersect the
block of size 13. Building & copy of this design on the groups (plus the ideal points) of
Lhe ITD we can generate a {<3lCnO of type 3s0251'. apply construction 1.6 with
weight 2, using three 'ideal' points. tr

We do not know how to do the cases s :8,9,11 aud 15. The results in this sec-
tion imply the follorving.

Lemma 3.6. LeL w :3 modulo 6. Then there exists a KTS(3u*12) with a sub-
K?S(ur), except possibly where ru - .15,51,63 and 87.
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l. Conclusion
Theorem 1.2 now follows a.s a consequence of lemmas 2.1 and 3.6.
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Appendix

A 4-IGDD of type (O,e){Ol. We consrrucL e.lA-GDD of type 65 whose rriples fall
into twelve holey parallel classes (i.e. three holey parallel classes correspooding to each
of four of the groups).

Poinrs: (Z6x{t,2,t,1}) u ({o }x zz) U (lblxZt) u t*,,oq}.
Groups: {{o+i,z+;,4+i}x{r,r}:i-o,l} U
{({a)xzr\u ({b)xzi u {*,,q}}.

{{o+d,2+r',4+i }x {z,e}:; -o,l } u

Blocks of size 4: develop the followiug modulo 6

01312252, 03302{5{, 0112334{.

Holey parallel classes: develop each of the following two classes modulo 6 (tbe sub-
scripts ou a and 0 sre to be evaluated modulo 2)

0a1{fu os3242 1r0s3{ cs{151
3t120{ a13441 ; 2152Q o14353
oor515a 0ot12{ oo11223 6010l{

_ oe5zSo 6t22ls oo20r5. 6lg132

A {-IGDD of type (OrS)601. We proceed as above, constructing a,3,4-GDD of type
6" whose triples fall into fifteen holey parallel classes.

Poiuts: (zrsx{1,2}) U ({alxZr) U {m,,oq,q}.

G roups: {{o+i,s+;, ro+r' } x {r,z}:i :0, r,2p,{ } U {(la)x z r) u {*,,oq,oq}}.

Blocks of size 4: develop the block O]12242 modulo 18.

Holey parallel classes: develop the following class modulo lS (the subscripts on o are to
be evaluated modulo 3)

I r3l7l
I I t3202

4 , I 22oo,
o,6roo,
61 l31as

2ll4r82
1,22 I 32

8,4 2oo2
l2rll2o,
7 2L42a2

A 4-GDD of type 3I0'

Points: (Z tzX{t,z})U ({olx Z s).

G rou ps: {{o+i,:+;,1 +i,6+r,8+t, to+i } x fi }:f -0,1 ;j- 1,2} v {lalx z r}.

Blocks: develop the following modulo lZ (the subscript on o is to be evaluated modulo
3)

011t0232, 0t3t4?92, a6017282, os217r02.

A 4-GDD of type 3892. We construc[ al,a-GDD of type 369l whose triples fall into
nine parallet classes. Poinrs: (Z sX {t,2}t:({c }X ZjU ( {b}X %) U {*,,oq,m.}.
Groups: ..{{o+;,s+;,6+d}XU}ri:0,1,2;j:1,9} U {({r}XA.l U ({6}XZa) U
{*,,oq,oq}}.

Blocks of size ,{: develop the block Or2$272 modulo g.
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Parallel ela.sses: develop the following class moduto g (the subscripts on a and 0 are to
be evaluated modulo 3)

,t 4-GDD of type geort2t
into twelve parallel classes.

We construcL a, 1,4-GDD of type 3e6l whoee triples fal

Poiuts: (ZnX{t,z,l}) U {oo;:t <,' <6).

Groups: {{(0+th,(l+f )r,(z+r ).}:r' ezsl U {oo;:l (i (6}.

Blocks of size {: develop the, block Ot020sg3 modulo g; then Lhere are six more quadru_
ples, namely oo122.1262, oo2123282, wjO2i21 2, ma214161, oo51,31g1, oou0rbrZr.

Parallel elasses: develop the following class modulo g

os0,02
o,5202
o23,41

bo7 flz
0ll2g2
bzl l5l

715233

oot,ll83
0016 t43
m38,53

oot2l4t
oqOl32
q8,7,

oo{0223
oos3203

oou8r7.

013t22
1.{272
2162 l3
5t1263

Three more parallel classes are

031323

33.1353

637393

0lll2t
0"1222

oot3272
oq6,52
oq.l283
oo{3171
oo56,5,
oou4,8,

03,1383

337 323
631353

3 t4l5l
324252

oo,028,
oo27 222
oq6rl,
oo.0181

oo57,2,
oo66, l,

oq3,l02
q5162

oo.81 I 12

csl 16,
a/252

037353

331393

634323

6t7lgl
627 292

oo, I 252
OOrOr.l2

ooa3r2,
ooil l5l
oo50,41
oou3,2,

A {-GDD of type 3rr8rtsr

Start with an /?D(.1,(13,{)) and add three ideal points a,b,c. LeL x1rr2,r3,r4 be e
bl ,ck in the ITD where a1 is eontained in the .missing' subdesign.' ionlt.u.t .
(16,4,1)-Bl8D on each Eroup (plus the ideal poinrs) so rhat (respectively) a,b,c,x1,
a,b,c,tr2, a,brcrr3 8nd o,D,c,r. are blocks of size ,1. This yields a pBD({4,ir116r},Sb)
in which the blocks of size 7 aod l6 intersect (in r1). Now remove the point cr.

A PBD({4,7.,13'},{3). We consrrucL o, 1,4-GDD of type 386r whose triples fall inro
l,welve parallel cla.sses.

Poi nts: (Z nX {t,21) V ({o }X Z r) U (oo1,oq, q,mo }.

Groups: {{o+;,1+j,4+f }X{j}:r'-0,1,2,31j-1,!l U l(la\XZr) U {*,,oq,oq,oo.}}.

Blocks of size {: develop che blocks 0r3l6t0l and 02326292 modulo 12.

Parallel classes: develop the followiug class modulo f2 (the subscripts on o are to be
evaluated modulo 2)

oPr22
4 I 1282

7 l0 132
l0l I I r02
@pr?2
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